PRODUCT SPECIFICATION REPORT
I.D. Red is an effective aerosol solvent degreaser to remove oil, grease, tar, dirt and lubricants
from metal surfaces. This product is designed for use when extremely fast evaporation and no
residue are desired.

I.D. RED™

PROD. #0096

Fast Evaporating Industrial Degreaser

FEATURES/BENEFITS:
Fast Evaporating

I.D. Red quickly evaporates from the surface.

Effective

Rapidly penetrates and removes soils from surface.

No residue

Solvents evaporate completely, leaving no detectable residues on cleaned surfaces.

No chlorinated solvents

Formulated without any chlorinated solvents such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane, perchloroethylene, or
methylene chloride.

Noncorrosive

Contains no ingredients which will cause corrosion of metal surfaces.

Two-way valve

Designed with a special valve to allow use right-side up and upside-down without propellant loss. Note:
Do not dispense product with can horizontal positions as propellant may be expelled without product.
This will result in product being left in can after all propellant is exhausted.

Note: Precautions must be observed to eliminate sources of ignition for liquid and vapors. NOTE to customers in California, Lake Michigan
Air Directors Consortium (LADCO) states, and Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) states: This product is sold to and is to be used exclusively
by establishments which manufacture or construct goods or commodities.

APPLICATIONS:

I.D. Red is an effective degreaser for surfaces and parts when rapid evaporation and no residue are critical. Use to remove oil, grease, dirt,
lubricants and tar from machinery parts, molds, and equipment. For use in: Automotive Repair Shops, Heating & A/C Services, Textiles,
Fabricated Metal Products, Cleaning & Maintenance Services, Service Stations, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

COMPANION PRODUCTS:

Concentrated Glass Cleaner, Bowl Shine II(GreenLink), Mildew Stain Remover, Cherry Bomb, Shell Shock(GreenLink), Tuff Green(GreenLink),
Big Orange, A-One, Formula 50

SPECIFICATIONS:

Zep Sales & Service
www.zep.com
1-877 I BUY ZEP

Physical Form

Liquid Aerosol

Odor

Hydrocarbon

Color

Clear

Shelf Life

1 Year Minimum

Flammability

Extremely Flammable by CSMA Flame Extension

D.O.T. Shipping Label

ORM-D

PACKAGING:

20 fl. oz. can
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